
The wise and holy have noticed and challenged our obsession with surfaces. Don’t
we, today, seek the shiny thing? Don’t we pour our precious purpose into how
things appear over how they are? The clothes, hair, makeup, physique, SUV, home,
and social media account reflect the shiny surface, without revealing how things are
beneath the surface. We all know that appearances deceive. The vehicle’s evident
allure doesn’t reveal whether its driver or the bank owns it or even whether its
engine, transmission, and brakes are sound. The clothes, hair, makeup, and physique
don’t reveal the spiritual development and destiny of the soul inhabiting them. The
social media posts and likes don’t reveal the genuine course of the account owner’s
life. And yet we treasure these surface things, letting their shallow meaning inform
and define us.

God challenges us to look beyond the suggestive
but deceptive surface of things to his patterns,
powers, principles, and principalities in the
depths beneath the surface. When God made
creation good, he wasn’t just speaking about the
beauty of a sunset, sweet juice of a Georgia
peach, or soft brush of September’s air. Those
visions, tastes, and sensations would be the

surface things we would first notice. When God called his creation good, God also
meant his grand design, his spectacular order, and how fruitful his creation would
be. God meant the exquisitely balanced complexity of his living organisms, at the
top of which he placed humankind. God meant how he would make himself human
to draw all things to himself in full embrace.

When we look at a tree or forest of trees, we see green things. Depending on the
appearance of the tree leaves, we think of the tree’s variety and of the season winter,
spring, summer, or fall. Depending on the health of the trees, we think dry or wet
summer, infesting bugs or blight. We think roots, rain, and sunlight, and maybe
even climate change. But again, these are only surface things, blinding us to the
design, pattern, and purpose of the tree, which is to point heavenward, bear fruit,
carry Christ, and, inverting the tree-like pattern of our very lungs, give us the breath
of life. Look past surfaces. See the deep things of God’s design. Accept and
embrace the love of Jesus Christ.


